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Abstract. The problem of modality detection in so called communicative interactivity is addressed. Multiple

audio and video recordings of human communication are analyzed within this framework, based on fusion of the

extracted features. At the decision level, support vector machines (SVMs) are utilized to segregate between the

communication modalities. The proposed approach is verified through simulations on real world recordings.
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1. Introduction

Multimodal interfaces are an emerging interdisci-

plinary discipline which involves different modali-

ties of a generic communication process, such as

speech, vision, gestures, and haptic feedback. The

main goal is to enable better understanding and

hence more convenient, intuitive, and efficient inter-

action between humans and machines (especially

computers). Further requirements are that the users

ought to interact with such technology in a natural

way, without the need for special skills. Emerging

work on communicative activity monitoring

addresses the problem of automatic activity evalua-

tion in audio and visual channels for distance learning

applications [1]. The approaches, however, are

limited in that they focus on separated activity in

communicative interaction evaluation only, without

considering other aspects of the behavioral interde-

pendence in communication.

In this work, we present an attempt to combine

knowledge from human communication theory and

signal/image processing in order to provide an intelli-

gent way to evaluate communicative situations among

humans. This analysis will be used in later stages for

implementation of communicative interaction models

in human–machine interfaces. For the purpose of

evaluation of multimodal interaction, in order to classify

them according to Bcommunicative intelligibility^ (a

measure of potential affordance [2] [usability] of the

analyzed interaction), it is necessary to first identify

certain illustrative communicative situations from the

recorded multimedia streams. We next provide some

theoretical background, which is followed by a

proposal of a multidimensional interaction evaluation

engine, supported with some experimental results.



2. Multimodal Features

The underlying aim of this study is to identify those

audio–visual features of the (human) communication

process that can be tracked and which, from an

information processing point of view, are sufficient to

create and recreate the climate of a meeting

(Bcommunicative interactivity^). This communicative

interactivity analysis provides a theoretical, computa-

tional and implementation related framework in order

to characterize the human-like communicative behavior.

The analysis of spoken communication is an already

mature field, and following the above arguments, our

approach will focused on the dynamical analysis of

non-spoken components of the communication. In the

proposed model of communicative interactivity, based

on interactive (social) features of captured situations,

two sensory modalities (visual and auditory) of

communicative situations are utilized.

The working hypothesis underlying our approach is

therefore that observations of the non-verbal commu-

nication dynamics contain sufficient information to allow

us to estimate the climate of a situation, that is, the

communicative interactivity. To that end, the multimodal

information about the communication environment, must

be first separated into the communication-related and

environmental components1.‘ In this way, the audio and

video streams can be separated into the information of

interest and background noise [3–6].

Highly visually or auditory intensive environments

affect the overall impression of the observed/perceived

communication situation. On the other hand, since the

communicators have usually a limited ability to change

the environmental features (i.e. the level of external

audio or video), this study recognizes the environmen-

tal characteristics as a distinct feature set taken for the

overall evaluation of communication. Physical features

of the environment can be extracted after separation of

the recorded information streams into two categories:

items related to the communication process and items

unrelated to (useless for) it [4, 6]. The general idea is

to split the audio and video streams into background

noise and useful signals produced by the communi-

cators. This concept is depicted in Fig. 1, where two

sets of cameras capture visual activities and two sets

of microphones capture auditory streams in the

environment where communicating people are locat-

ed. The ongoing estimation of mutual information

streams in a real conversation is shown in Fig. 2,

where two peoples_ face-to-face conversation was

analyzed. Further signal processing procedures are

described in next sections.

We first detect the presence of auditory and visual

events that occur in the space but are not related to the

communicators_ actions (i.e. background audio and

video). In the current approach, the analysis of the

environmental dimension is performed in two stages:

& Noise and non-speech power level difference

extraction

& Non-communication-related visual activity (back-

ground flow) estimation

These procedures both can avert the attention of the

listeners.

3. Evaluation of Communicative Interactivity

The proper classification of the role in communication

members (senders, receivers, transient stages) during

the ongoing meeting might be performed with evalua-

tion of audiovisual synchrony, which is a novel idea

comparing to existing facial gesture recognition and

tracking techniques. The features extracted from

recorded speech or nonverbal auditory responses should

be synchronized with motion of faces of the commu-

nicators. Since recorded audio channels carry too much

redundant information, we decided to perform the

feature extraction combined with compression. Since

the communication act performed by humans incorpo-

rates in most situations speech, we decided to use the

most common speech features from speech recognition

research. We use only first 24 MFCC coefficients

obtained as in [7], which carry the significant

information from speech occurrences. In case of video

we have to obtain the features that would be compat-

ible in dimension to the above audio representations

and that would carry information about facial motion.

We desire to obtain video features that carry

information about the communication-related motion,

and are also compatible with the audio features. Two

modalities: The search for faces and moving contours

are combined to detect communicating humans in

video. This is achieved as follows: For two consecutive

video frames f ½h�w�ðt� 1Þ and f ½h�w�ðtÞ, the temporal

gradient is expressed as a smoothed difference

between the images convoluted with a two-dimen-

sional Gaussian filter g with the adjusted standard
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Figure 2. The application to real human conversation. The two top plots show the motion features extracted from two facial traced videos.

The audiovisual features responsible for local speech to face motion features of every person are plotted as IA1;V1 and IA2;V2. Plots IA1;A2 and

IV1;V2 showing cross audio–audio and video–video synchronization features present very low activities and small variance, which could be

interpreted as a sign for smooth and not disturbed communication event.
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Figure 1. The communicative interaction analysis system chart. Two sets of cameras and microphones capture visual flow information and

denoised speech, which is later processed to asses levels of communication interactivity among talking people.
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deviation �. The pixel G[h�w](t, n,m) of the gradient

matrix at time t is calculated as follows:

G½h�w�ðt; n;mÞ

¼
Xx

i¼1

Xy

j¼1

d½h�w�ðt; n� i;m� jÞg½x�y�ð�; i; jÞ
�����

�����;

ð1Þ

where d½h�w�ðtÞ is the difference between consecutive

frames of the size h� w pixels:

d½h�w�ðtÞ ¼ f ½h�w�ðtÞ � f ½h�w�ðt� 1Þ: ð2Þ

The absolute value is taken to remove the gradient

directional information and to enhance the move-

ment capture.

For the face detection and later tracking from the

estimated motion information we use the modifica-

tion of Beigenfaces^ features obtained from nonneg-

ative matrix factorization method (NMF) [8]. The

modification of NMF in our approach was based on

choice of input features which were contours of faces

obtained from differential frames of captured video.

Features obtained in such a way are more localized

and correspond to the intuitive parts of the faces

(contours of the face, eyes, nose and mouth). Since

we obtain the features from gradient differential

images, such method is more suitable to classify the

regions as faces and non-faces. To extract only the

features with highest energy from motion frames and

compress it, making compatible with audio features,

we perform the two dimensional digital cosine

transformation (DCT). The discrete cosine transform

is closely related to the discrete Fourier transform. It

is a separable, linear transformation; that is, the two-

dimensional transform is equivalent to a one-dimen-

sional DCT performed along a single dimension

followed by a one-dimensional DCT in the other

dimension. The definition of the two-dimensional

DCT for an input image G and output image V is:

V t; p; qð Þ ¼
PM�1

m¼0

PN�1

n¼0

G t;m; nð Þ cos
� 2mþ1ð Þp

2M

cos
� 2nþ1ð Þq

2N

0 � p � M � 1

0 � p � N � 1;

ð3Þ
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Figure 3. Exemplary figure showing both audio MFCC features and video motion DCT features extracted from both media recorded

during the face-to-face communication. Face #1 presents limited activity and both audiovisual features are slightly less dynamic (lower

frequency) comparing to face #2.
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where:

�p;q ¼
1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
M
p

; p; q ¼ 0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=M

p
; 1 � p; q � M � 1

(
ð4Þ

Again only 24 first and significant DCT coefficients

are taken to be compatible in size with audio MFCC

features. The audio and video features obtained from

active and nonactive member of dyadic communica-

tion situation are presented on Fig. 3. The examples

of DCT features only are shown on Fig. 4 presents

the situation where both speakers are active in visual

mode in interlaced fashion. In this case DCT features

reflecting the activity have similar amplitude, but
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Figure 5. Scheme for the communicative interactivity evaluation. Mutual information estimates IA1V1
and IA2V2

between audio and visual features

streams of localized communicators account for the local synchronization. The estimates IA1A2
and IV1V2

are to detect cross talks in the same modality.
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Figure 4. The DCT features extracted from communicating faces. The situation is presented, where both speakers are active in visual mode. In this case

DCT features reflecting the activity have comparable amplitudes, but still it is possible to recognize which face is more active for every time slot.
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still it is possible to recognize which face is more

active at every time slot. If we consider the above

features sets as being independent samples from a

multivariate probability distribution p A;Vð Þ, then the

proper measure for audiovisual synchrony or asyn-

chrony is mutual information IA;V between random

variables A and V. Since the distributional forms of

p Að Þ and p Vð Þ, p A;Vð Þ are unknown the assumption

of continuous distribution can be made. The features

vectors MFCC and DCT are considered in such a

case as samples locally Gaussian, multivariate

distribution p A;Vð Þ . Presence of communication is

judged based on mutual information(s) between

visual and audio features for selected regions of

interest (ROI) [9], as:

IAiVi ¼ H Aið Þ þ H Við Þ � H Ai;Við Þ

¼ 1

2
log 2�eð Þn RAij jþ 1

2
log 2�eð Þm RVij j� 1

2
log 2�eð Þnþm

RAiVij j

¼ 1

2
log

RAij j RVij j
RAiVi
j j ;

ð5Þ

where i ¼ 1; 2 and RAi
, RVi

, RAiVi
stand for empirical

estimates of the corresponding covariance matrices

of the feature vectors [10] (computed recursively).

Simultaneous activity estimates in the same modes

(audio and video, respectively) are calculated for

video and audio streams, respectively, as:

IV1V2
¼ 1

2
log

RV1
j j RV2
j j

RV1V2
j j and

IA1A2
¼ 1

2
log

RA1
j j RA2
j j

RA1A2
j j ;

ð6Þ

where RA1A2
and RV1V2

are the empirical estimates of

the corresponding covariance matrices for unimodal

feature sets representing different communicator

activities. A1;A2 and V1;V2 are audio and video

features extracted from communicator #1 and #2 ,

respectively. Quantities IA1V1
and IA2V2

evaluate the

local synchronicity between the audio (speech) and

visual (mostly facial movements) flows and it is

expected that the sender should exhibit the higher
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synchronicity, reflecting the higher activity. Quanti-

ties IV1V2
and IA1A2

are related to the possible cross

talks in same modalities (audio–audio, video–video).

The latter is also useful to detect the possible activity

overlapping, which can impair the quality of the

observed communication.

Communicative interactivity evaluation assesses

the behavior of the participants in the communica-

tion from the audio–visual channel, and reflects their

ability to Bproperly^ interact in the course of

conversation. This is quantified by synchronization

and interaction measures [4, 6]. In [10] the commu-
nication efficiency is defined as a measure that
characterizes the behavioral coordination of com-
municators. Here, a measure of the communication

efficiency is proposed as a combination of four

estimates of mutual information [11]: (1) two visual

(Vi ), (2) two audio (Ai ), and (3) two pairs of

audiovisual features (Ai; Vi ). Figure 5 shows the

concept of utilization of mentioned in previous

section unimodal and multimodal mutual informa-

tion measure to asses to communication interactiv-

ity level. Efficiency a qualitative measure of the

communication process directly related to the

attention level and to the dynamic involvement of

the communicators [12]. A combined measure of

temporal communication efficiency can be calculated

as:

CðtÞ ¼ 1� IV1V2
ðtÞ þ IA1A2

ðtÞ
2

� �

� IA1V1
ðtÞ � IA2V2

ðtÞj j; ð7Þ

and it allows us to monitor communicative process

taking into account all four (in case of face-to-face

communication) mutual information estimates. In

case of efficient communication time frames it

reaches level two, when there are no cross talks in

auditory or visual streams, suggesting that only

single party is active. In case of transient stages or

non-efficient situations (uni- or multimodal cross
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Figure 7. An example of efficiency level CðtÞ as in Eq. (7) in face-to-face communication. The values vary over time in range from 0

showing non-efficient communicative situation to 1 for perfectly efficient communicative situations.
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talks) its value can be in a range ½0; 1�. The levels of

communication efficiency CðtÞ for different frames

of captured communication together with unimodal

and multimodal mutual information estimates is

shown in Fig. 6. The track in time of efficiency

level CðtÞ dynamics of ongoing communication is

also shown in Fig. 7. The efficiency estimation track

shows how dynamic conversation could.

The communicator_s role, that is, (sender or

receiver) can be estimated by monitoring the

behavior of audiovisual features over time. An

indication of higher synchronization across the audio

and video features characterizes the active member,

the sender, while the lower one indicates the receiver

(see bottom plot in Fig. 8). This synchronized

audiovisual behavior of the sender and the unsyn-

chronized one of the receiver characterizes an

efficient communication [4, 6, 10].

This information is used to classify the role in

communication situation (sender, receiver or tran-

sient) according to the differences in local audiovi-

sual activities for every time frame. The cross audio–

audio and video–video (IA1;A2 and IV1;V2, respectively)

are used for transient stages detection. Examples of

mutual information levels tracks in active face-to-

face communication are shown in Fig. 2. The pair of

the mutual information estimates for the local

synchronization of the senders and the receivers in

Eq. (5) is used to give clues about concurrent

individual activities during the communication

event, while the unimodal cross-activities estimates

in Eq. (6), are used to evaluate the interlaced

activities for a further classification. Intuitively, the

efficient sender–receiver interaction involves action
and feedback. The interrelation between the actions

of a sender and feedback of a receiver is therefore

monitored, whereby the audio–visual synchronicity

is used to determine the roles.

In our approach, the interactions between individ-

ual participants in communication are modeled
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Figure 8. An example showing audiovisual activities and role in conversation estimation. The four panels starting from the top show two

multimodal and two unimodal mutual information estimates of active face-to-face communication. The bottom panel present the situation

classification result based on learned SVM classifier as in Eq. (3) using mutual information features plotted in above panels.
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within the data fusion framework, based on features

coming simultaneously from both the audio and

video. A multistage and a multisensory classification

engine [13] based on the support vector machine

(SVM) approach is used at the decision making level

of the data fusion framework, where the one-versus-
rest-fashion approach is used to identify the phases

during ongoing communication (based on the mutual

information estimates from Eqs. (5) and (6). The

decision is made based highest classification output

from binary SVMs.

At the decision level SVMs are particularly suited

when sender–receiver or receiver–sender situations

are to be discriminated from the noncommunicative
or multi-sender cases. In this work, a kernel based on

a radial basis function (RBF) is utilized [14], and is

given by:

Kðx; xiÞ ¼ e�� jx�xij jj2 ð8Þ

where � is a kernel_s width parameter. Using the

above concept, an arbitrary multimodal mutual

information combination for unimodal cases (IA1;A2

and IV1;V2) � can be categorized into four categories:

(1) f ð�Þ 2 ð�1;��� for the noncommunicative
case with no interaction (no communication or

a single participant)

(2) f ð�Þ 2 ð��; 0� for the sender–receiver case

(3) f ð�Þ 2 ð0; �Þ for the receiver–sender case

(4) f ð�Þ 2 ½�;þ1Þ for the sender–sender case

The categories (1) and (4) are somehow ambiguous

due to the lack of clear separation boundaries, and

they are treated by separately trained SVM classifiers.

The threshold � usually is set that � 2 ½0:4; 0:5� [6].

Example of classifiers_ decision boundaries are shown

for two-dimensional case for the unimodal example in

Fig. 9. For the multimodal case (IA1;V1 and IA2;V2) where

the communicative interactivity is mostly evaluated,

the classification categories can be designed as:

(1) f ð�Þ 2 ð�1;��� \ ð�;þ1�f g for the efficient
case with good interaction;

Figure 9. Example of learned decision boundaries of SVM RBF classifier learned using only two features sets IA1;A2 versus IV1;V2 for later

discrimination of different communication interactivity levels.
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(2) f ð�Þ 2 ð��; �Þ for the inefficient case when

interaction is not proper due to overlapping

activities of communicators.

Similarly like for above � threshold, � 2 ½0:4; 0:5�.
Example of classifiers_ decision boundaries for the

interactivity classification are shown for two-dimen-

sional case for the multimodal example in Fig. 10.

4. Experimental Results and Conclusions

The experiments, where the participants in commu-

nication were engaged in a face-to-face conversation,

were conducted to validate the proposed approach.

Six videos of ongoing conversation were shown with

three different setups: two of teacher–student con-

versations; two of talking friends; and two of

coworkers professional discussions. In the presented

Figure 10. Example of learned decision boundaries of SVM RBF classifier learned using only two features sets IA1;V1 versus IA2;V2 for later

discrimination of different communication interactivity levels.

Table 1. Comparison of objective and subjective (seven experts) communication interactivity evaluations (the score around 100% would

suggest fully interactive event, while lower one characterizes overlapped discourse between communicators).

Case Objective (proposed method; %) Subjective (human experts; %) Method_s error (%)

Teacher and student #1 51 50 1

Teacher and student #2 63 60 3

Friends #1 56 70 j14

Friends #2 75 80 j5

Coworkers #1 63 75 j12

Coworkers #2 60 70 j10
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approach we did not take into account any social

relations of communicating people, so the different

chosen examples should reflect only different dy-

namics of ongoing processes.

In order to evaluate proposed approach we

compared its results w subjective evaluation of

Bhuman experts^ which were asked to watch and

evaluate ongoing communication videos based on

subjective estimation of amount of overlapping in

conversation for every role change in sender–

receiver roles. Also the overall impression interac-

tivity was taken into account. Results of seven

experts decisions are shown in last third column in

Table 1. The results of proposed approach evaluate

the communication interactivity level showing sim-

ilar performance to that of subjective evaluations of

human experts for the analyzed videos is summa-

rized second column in Table 1.

This way, the proposed data fusion approach for

the evaluation of communicative interaction repre-

sent a step forward in the modeling of communica-

tion situation, as compared to the existing audio- and

video-only approaches [1]. The experiments have

clearly shown the possibility to estimate the inter-

activity level, based on the behavioral analysis of the

participants in communication. The mutual informa-

tion based feature extraction of multimodal audio

and video data streams makes it possible to detect

the presence participants and to classify them

according their role. Despite some difference be-

tween the conclusions of a seven human experts and

the proposed method, our results show strong

correlation between the two. In fact, the human

judgement is also highly subjective, therefore further

studies will have a larger population of human

experts to balance their opinion.
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